The cell-vertex formulation of the finite volume method has been developed and widely used to model inviscid flows in aerodynamics: more recently, one of us has proposed an extension for viscous flows. The purpose of the present paper is two-fold: first we have applied this scheme to a well-known convection-diftusion model problem, involving flow round a 180° bend, which highlights some of the issues concerning the application of the boundary conditions in such cell-based schemes. The results are remarkably good when the boundary conditions are applied in an appropriate manner. In our efforts to explain the high quality of the results we were led to a detailed analysis of the corresponding one-dimensional problem. Our second purpose is thus to gather together various approaches to the analysis of this problem and to draw attention to the supra-convergence phenomena enjoyed by the proposed methods.
Introduction
Since their independent introduction by McDonald [14] and MacCormack and Paullay [11] for the discretization of the transonic Euler equations, finite volume methods have taken a leading role in computational fluid dynamics. The more recent popularization of these methods by Jameson et al. [7] , Ni [21] and others has now established them as the dominant discretization schemes in the computation of aeronautical fluid flows. Over the years there have been many variants of the finite volume method, but two main types of formulation have emerged. In the cell-center approach, associated with the name of Jameson, although he has used both successfully, values of the unknowns are held at the centers of the cells over which conservation is imposed. In the cell-vertex scheme they are held at the vertices of these same cells. This presupposes that we are using quadrilateral cells in two dimensions, or hexahedral cells in three dimensions.
Morton and Paisley [ 18] have given good reasons, stemming mainly from the greater compactness of the stencil, why the cell-vertex formulation should be preferred for modeling inviscid flows. On the other hand, for viscous flows, modelled by the Navier-Stokes equations, one might expect the advantage to lie with the cell-center methods. However, we shall show that our cell-vertex scheme has some attractive properties in this case too. This paper has arisen from an investigation of the performance of the scheme for two well-known convection-diffusion test problems, proposed at an IAHR workshop, the results of which are summarized by Smith and Hutton [23] .
The cell-vertex method
We begin by describing the cell-vertex method for the steady convectiondiffusion problem (2.1a) V • (eVw -a«) = / inQ, (2.1b) u = g onrD, and (2.1c) du/dn = 0 onTN, where e is a positive diffusion coefficient and a = (a, b)T is the convective velocity field. The domain Si is an open bounded region of IR with boundary TD u TN. We assume that the domain is partitioned by a structured mesh of quadrilaterals and suppose, for simplicity, that its vertices can be labelled {ii,j)\i = 0,l,...,M;j = 0,l,...,N}.
Noting that the left-hand side of problem (2.1a) can be considered as the divergence of a vector flux function W = (F, G) with F = eux -au and G = euy -bu, we can obtain an algebraic equation for each interior cell by integrating (2.1a) over the cell, using the divergence theorem to convert this into line integrals of normal fluxes along the cell edges, and approximating these using the trapezoidal rule: for cell C of Figure 1 -(G. -G3)(x2 -x4) -(G2 -G4)(x3 -xx )].
With the approximation U(x,y) parametrized by its values U¡j at the vertices, this still leaves Vu to be approximated at the same points. There are several ways in which this may be done, but we consider mainly that called Method A in Mackenzie [12] . That is, each component of Vu is also considered as a divergence, and its value at the vertex is obtained as an average over the subsidiary quadrilateral centered at that point and obtained by integrating along the diagonals as in Figure 1 On a rectangular uniform grid, approximations (2.3) and (2.4) coincide with the standard second-order central difference formulae. To complete the approximation over cell C, the right-hand side of (2. la) is assumed to be integrated exactly. It remains to consider how boundary conditions are to be imposed and the set of cell residual equations assembled so as to yield a nonsingular system. We suppose that for the differential system u is prescribed at some points, including all those corresponding to inflow, and otherwise the homogeneous Neumann condition du/dn = 0 is to be imposed. For the discrete system we shall assume that P boundary vertices have their values prescribed and that P > M + N + I, that is, that at least half are prescribed. Then the total number of unknowns is (M + l)(N + 1) -P < MN, so that there are sufficient cell equations that may be used to determine them: to obtain an exact match, various algorithms may be used. We prefer one based on upwinded control volumes used in the Moores' method [15] , but derived through a PetrovGalerkin formulation. The derivation starts from the Galerkin equations, which associate each nodal unknown with its test function, which is identical to a piecewise linear trial function. Then, this is replaced by a piecewise constant test function over a quadrilateral-as in a cell-centered finite volume method. Finally, this is shifted upwind to coincide with one of the four cells meeting at the node. The upwinding is based on the convective velocity at the node and results in each nodal unknown being associated with just one cell residual. We shall confine our consideration here to cases where, in turn, each interior cell residual is associated in this way with just one unknown: there may be some boundary cells, where Dirichlet conditions are imposed and the flow is directed outwards, which are not associated with unknowns and their residuals will not be used. A form of the allocation algorithm which will deal with all flow situations is given in Morton [17] .
For the boundary edges, the normal flux is approximated as follows: first the derivative along each edge can be approximated by the divided difference in that direction, (Up -Uq)/\tp -re| in Figure 2 ; then the derivative along the adjoining edge at each boundary vertex is extrapolated from the divided R R Figure 2 . Boundary cells difference along that edge and the derivative at the other vertex of the edge-that is, in Figure 2 , we have (2.5) ufR) = 2(UR -UQ)/\rR -re| -ufR).
Finally, these two types of data can be combined to approximate the normal fluxes across each of the boundary edges such as PQ. Clearly Uq*R), UPPS) and the edge differences can be combined for this purpose whether or not P or Q is a corner point. The layout of the rest of the paper is as follows: in the next section we present results obtained for a pair of well-known two-dimensional test problems at a wide range of mesh Péclet numbers. Then, in §4, as a first step in attempting to explain these remarkably good results, we analyze a corresponding one-dimensional problem in a number of different ways: we look at monotonicity of solutions, the existence of a maximum principle, an energy identity, and estimation of a discrete Green's function. Finally, in §5 we present numerical evidence to support the analysis of the one-dimensional case.
Results for the IAHR/CEGB test problems
The two-dimensional cell-vertex method method has been tested on two steady convection-diffusion problems which were devised by workers at the CEGB for an IAHR workshop in 1981. The first problem involves the convection of a steep inlet temperature profile around a 180° bend. The second, and more difficult, problem involves the calculation of a developing boundary layer. Computational methods for the first problem are reviewed and discussed in Smith and Hutton [23] . For the second problem, a comparison of some finite element solutions can be found in Morton and Scotney [19] .
The domain for both problems is a rectangular region Si = {ix,y):-l <x <l, 0<y<l}, and the convective velocity field is given analytically by a(x,y) = (2y(l-x2), -2x(l-y2))T.
3.1. Problem 1. The inlet boundary condition along -1 < x < 0, y = 0 is given by
and as in Morton and Scotney [19] we consider only the case a = 10. This profile decreases monotonically from U(0, 0) « 2 down to U(-\, 0) « 0 with Figure 3 . Streamlines for the IAHR/CEGB problems: hashing indicates unused cell residuals at outflow Dirichlet boundaries a very steep interior layer centered at (-1/2,0). The boundary condition on the tangential boundaries, x = -I, y = I and x = 1 is given by the compatible Dirichlet condition U = I -tanh(a). Finally, a homogeneous Neumann or natural boundary condition is imposed at the outlet 0 < x < 1, y = 0. For comparison with Smith and Hutton [23] , the calculations are performed on a uniform grid Ax = Ay = 0.1 . The main test of this problem is the calculation of the outflow profile for a wide range of values of e . Here, we have considered e = 1 x 10-6, 2 x 10~3, 1 x 10~2, and 1 x 10"1 and with max|a| = 2 this gives a range of cell Péclet numbers from 2 to 2 x 105. To effectively cover all cases on such a coarse grid is a very severe test for any method: the high curvature of the velocity field near the origin can easily introduce errors due to crosswind diffusion.
For the problem on a M x N grid there are potentially (M + 1) x (N + 1) unknowns. Here we have P = 2(AT + 1) + Af -1 + M/2 Dirichlet boundary conditions, and since P > M + N + 1, we therefore have sufficient cell equations to determine the unknowns. To obtain an exact match between the unknowns and cell equations, we follow the procedure given in §2. Labelling the (i, 7')th cell equation from the bottom left, this results in each equation being associated with just one unknown except for the M/2 cell equations (l = 1, ... , M/2 ; j = N) and the N cell equations (/' = M ; j = I, ... , N) which are disregarded-see Figure 3 ; to resolve the ambiguity in the association of the nine nodal unknowns on x = 0 one has to appeal to the curvature of the streamlines. To approximate the normal fluxes along the boundary edges, a simplification of the extrapolation procedure described in §2 can be used because of the uniform rectangular mesh.
For comparison, an accurate solution was calculated using a finite difference method on a fine grid where Ax = Ay = 0.02 and the computed output profiles, restricted onto the coarse grid, are shown in Figure 4 (a). The results using the cell-vertex method on the standard grid are given in Figure 4 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 3.2. Problem 2. The second test case considered is a modification of the first problem where the inlet profile is now given by í/(jc , 0) = 0 and on the righthand tangential boundary, x = 1, the Dirichlet condition ¿7(1, y) = 100, 0 < y < 1, is imposed. The compatible Dirichlet condition U = 0 is also set on the remaining two boundaries x = -1 and y = 1 . The main difficulty of this problem lies in the calculation of a developing boundary layer from the corner point x = I, y = I to the outflow y = 0. Figure 5 (a) (see p. 195) shows the computed solutions using the finite volume method at the three stations y = 0.9, y = 0.5 and y = 0, for the four values of e which were considered in the first problem.
The results for the two lower values of the cell Péclet number agree well with streamline-diffusion [6] , upwinded [5] and the mixed finite element solutions found in Morton and Scotney [19] . In fact, the finite volume solutions bear a remarkable resemblance to those obtained by the mixed finite element method proposed by Morton and Scotney. For the higher cell Péclet number cases the story is quite different. For instance, when e = 2 x 10~3 the thickness of the boundary layer only extends to two cell widths of the standard mesh. On such a coarse grid the finite volume method has performed extremely well and has successfully modelled the thickening of the boundary layer. More detailed pictures of the solution at y = 0.0 and y = 0.5 are given in Figure 5 (b) where the standard grid solutions are compared with a solution on a 40 x 20 nonuniform grid which has been stretched into the boundary layer. In Morton and Scotney [ 19] it was found that the streamline-diffusion and upwinded finite element methods, which both aim at giving positive monotone solutions to this problem, completely failed to model the boundary layer for this value of e. When e = 1 x 10-6 the boundary layer is so thin that it cannot be represented on the standard mesh. However, the finite volume method still gives a positive monotone solution which is in stark contrast to the oscillatory behavior of the aforementioned finite element solutions.
The combination of accuracy and monotonicity of the cell-vertex method for both problems makes this method extremely attractive and practicable. In the following sections we attempt to examine the method in more detail by analyzing the one-dimensional version of the scheme.
Analysis for a one-dimensional problem
In this section we consider the solution of the following two-point boundary value problem:
where e and a are positive constants with 0 < e < 1. Although this singular perturbation problem can be solved exactly, we consider it as the simplest model problem for more complicated singular perturbation problems leading to the Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers. We shall also consider generalizations of this problem in which a is replaced by a positive function a(x). It turns out that this seemingly innocuous problem is extremely difficult to analyze to sufficient precision to demonstrate all the attractive properties of the cell-vertex scheme. 
where C/j represents an approximation to u'(Xj). If we divide through both sides by hj we arrive at the discrete equivalent of (4.1); that is Lh :
is defined by
Here, Xn and Yn are simply IR^-1 equipped with suitable norms. Two approximations of the gradient are summarized as follows:
where a¡ = hj+x/(hj + hJ+x) corresponds to Method A of Mackenzie [12] and ctj = hj/(hj + hj+x) corresponds to Method B: note that in Method A we have U'j = (Uj+x -Uj-X)/ihj + hj+x). The derivative at x = 0 is given by a secondorder extrapolation of the gradient from the interior of the domain, that is,
Note that both of the above schemes involve a four-and a two-point approximation to the second-and first-derivative terms, respectively, and are identical when the grid is uniform. Gushchin and Shchennikov [4] and Lavery [ 10] have considered this scheme on a uniform mesh, both of them in connection with nonoscillatory solutions of two-point boundary value problems.
Approximation of boundary layers and control of spurious solution modes.
The most commonly used first-and second-order schemes reduce to a threepoint difference scheme for the ID model problem (4.1 ). The cell-vertex scheme, however, uses four points centered on an interval. This results in the scheme having a spurious solution mode for the homogeneous equation, which has to be controlled by the extra boundary condition (4.6) used at the inflow end. So we start our consideration of this scheme with the homogeneous problem on a uniform mesh.
When f = 0 the analytical solution of (4.1) is eax/e _ j (4.7) u(x) = ea/e _ 1 which increases monotonically and has a steep boundary layer of thickness 0(e) at x = 1.
On a uniform mesh, Methods A and B are identical with a, = 1/2 for all j . The exact solution of the difference equations (4.3) with the boundary condition (4.6) can then be written as
and ß = ah/e is the cell Péclet number. Note that px > 1 and is a secondorder approximation to e? . However, -1 < p2 < 0, and p2 is the expected oscillatory solution mode; but this mode decays for increasing j, and an important feature of the scheme is that the resulting solution is monotonie. This is proved in Theorem 4.1.
For the standard three-point central difference scheme,
the solution of the difference equations is p{-I 1 + 4 (4.9) U*-■$=»' wher^3 = TTl is the (1,1 )-Padé approximant of e^ which is also second-order accurate. However, unless ß < 2, we have p¿ < 0, and the solution is oscillatory and growing. This condition is very restrictive when e is small and therefore, although the scheme has no spurious modes, the approximation is poor as e -► 0 for a fixed h .
For the standard first-order upwind finite difference scheme,
we have (4.10) Uj = ßAN~ , where pA = l+ ß P4 -1 is the (0, 1 )-Padé approximant of eß . This scheme has no spurious modes and is monotonie; it is however only first-order accurate. There is a very large literature on three-point schemes, derived from both finite difference and finite element viewpoints, which combine these two approaches in some way-see, for example, O'Riordan and Stynes [22] and Barrett and Morton [1] . However, to compare the cell-vertex scheme with just these two standard finite difference schemes is quite illuminating. In Figure 6 the discrete sup norm of the error WEW^ in solutions (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) for a = 1 and e = 1.0 x 10~6 is plotted against h. It shows that each converges as A-»0, the upwind scheme to first order and both the cell-vertex and central difference methods to second order. However, as the mesh Péclet number increases, the central difference scheme diverges, owing to the growth of its spurious mode, while both the upwind and the cell-vertex schemes tend to the correct solution of the reduced problem. As is well known, only a scheme with exponentially weighted coefficients can give a uniformly accurate error bound (see Doolan et al. [2] ), that is, the nodal error is bounded by Chp , where C does not depend on h or e. The cell-vertex scheme, like the fully upwinded scheme, has a peak error where ah/e = 0(1); but it is consistently better over the whole range and converges as h -* 0 with an error little larger than the central difference scheme. We conclude that its spurious mode has no deleterious effects on its performance for this simple problem.
4.3. Monotonicity of solutions. We now assume a(x) > am¡n > 0 and introduce v = u', so that (4.1) can be generalized, either to ev' -au' = 0 or to the conservative form (ev -au)' = 0. In either case, the homogeneous equation has a monotone solution: 
Jo
We deduce such properties of the discrete system in a similar way. When (4.5) is substituted into (4.3), with a replaced by a¡ = a(xj_X/2), the full difference equation approximating eu" = au' has the following form for ; = 2,3,...,AT-1,
This yields the recurrence relation eajD.Uj+i = e(l -aj^D.Uj.
and the boundary condition (4.6) combines with (4.3) and (4.5) to give the starting relation
The sign of the expression in square brackets in (4.14) is clearly crucial in determining whether the solution is monotone, and we have the following result. Proof Since (4.15) implies that D-U2 has the same sign as Z)_ Ux, monotonicity follows if all the coefficients of (4.14) are positive. Moreover, it is clear that ctj for Method A equals 1 -a, for Method B, so that (1 -otj -oij-x)\a = -(1 -a}■■ -cxj-X)\b : calculation of these quantities then gives the quoted conditions. G
The result is not sharp, since it is easy to see that both methods give monotone (indeed, linear) solutions when a¡■■ = 0. On a uniform mesh, when the methods are identical, we see that solutions are always monotone for all values of a(x) > 0 and e. It follows that Method B will give a monotone approximation on any decreasing mesh and for all values of a¡ and e, while Method A will not in general do so. Gushchin and Shchennikov [4] were attracted to the four-point scheme on a uniform mesh precisely because of its monotonicity properties. However, they proposed switching the scheme to the standard threepoint central difference scheme when ß < 1/2, which is then monotone as shown earlier. However, there is no need to switch from the four-point scheme at this value of ß , as the above theorem shows.
When approximating the conservative form of the equation, the last term in (4.13) is replaced by hjD-(a¡Uj), for which we write (4.18) OjUj -aj"xUj-X = aj + "j-liUj -Uj-X)+ Uj+y-xiaj -a,_,).
Apart from replacing a¡ by \ia¡ + a7-i) in (4.14) and (4.15) , this also adds an extra term \h¡iU¡ + Uj-x)D^a¡ to the equations, and so slightly complicates the conditions guaranteeing monotonicity unless a(x) is nondecreasing.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 we do, however, have the following result for the nonhomogeneous case. where ¿i € (xo, JC2). Therefore, Method B has a truncation error which is at least first-order in the maximum norm. If the ratio of successive cell lengths are in a ratio of 1 + 0(h), then the truncation error (4.27) is second-order. Clearly, this discretization should be more robust than Method A to distortions of the mesh. In §5 we give some numerical experiments which show that this is the case.
However, it should be noted that the order of convergence of methods on nonuniform grids can be underestimated by a straightforward estimation of the local truncation error. It is possible to obtain different orders of consistency by renorming Yn and measuring the truncation error accordingly. For example, we may choose the following norm to measure elements in Yn : Therefore, in this norm we find that Methods A and B are first-and secondorder consistent, respectively. The norm (4.29) is called a Spijker norm and has been used by Spijker in his work on initial value problems [24] . Through the use of this norm it appears that Methods A and B could be more accurate than would be naively expected. Manteuffel and White [ 13] have analyzed some well-known finite difference approximations to linear two-point boundary value problems and have shown that many common schemes are second-order accurate although they possess first-order truncation errors on nonuniform grids. This enhancement of truncation error has been called sw/?ra-convergence by Kreiss et al. [9] . Manteuffel and White rewrite second-order boundary value problems as a system of two firstorder equations, each of which are approximated by many methods to secondorder consistency in the maximum norm on nonuniform meshes. By a careful elimination of variables they then examine the structure of the local truncation error of the original second-order problem, which is split into a number of parts.
Although not explicitly stated in their paper, the authors similarly renorm Yn and remeasure the truncation error and show that the order of convergence in the maximum norm for many common schemes is an order greater than the order of consistency. Implicit in the above discussion on accuracy is that the methods are stable in a way that is defined in the next subsection. 4.5. Stability and uniform boundedness. Convergence of consistent difference schemes is usually achieved through the idea of stability. Given the discrete problem From the above definition it is easy to establish the following theorem. We may ask if consistency is necessary for convergence and for a certain class of difference schemes this is true. We then have the following theorem. A desirable property of a scheme is that it be stable and uniformly bounded. For such schemes we can deduce the following theorem. This is a convenient result in that if norms can be chosen such that a method is uniformly bounded and stable, then the optimal order of convergence in the chosen norm is the same as the order of consistency. Schemes which are both stable and uniformly bounded have been called bistable by Stummel [25] . Unfortunately, it is often difficult to prove that a method is bistable in a standard norm, which has led to the notion of supra-convergence. If we consider ||LaIIoo for the cell-vertex Methods A and B, we find that it is proportional to h~2, and that it is not uniformly bounded in the maximum norm. Therefore, we are unsure if the method is in fact convergent to a higher order of accuracy than the order of consistency in the maximum norm. In §5 we present some numerical examples which indicate that both Methods A and B are indeed supraconvergent.
4.6. Maximum principles and error bounds. In this subsection we attempt to prove stability in the maximum norm by showing that the difference operators generated by Methods A and B both satisfy a maximum principle in mimicry of the maximum principle satisfied by the differential operator. In order to derive a maximum principle and thence an error bound, in the discrete sup norm IHloo , for the inhomogeneous problem One merely has to check in addition that Ux cannot be a maximum, by using the inequality 2ea{D^U2 > iaxhx + 2eax)D-Ux corresponding to (4.15) . By definition, Ln(R"u -U) = x, and the error bound is obtained by a standard argument through construction of a nonnegative mesh function W such that LnWj > 1. We take for this purpose (1 -x)/amin to get (4.41). □ Note that on a uniform mesh both methods require the mesh Péclet number to be at least a half: and on a decreasing mesh, the condition for Method B is less stringent.
Again, the situation with the conservative form of the problem is more complicated: if a(-) is nondecreasing, the theorem holds with a, = a(xJ_1/2) replaced by aixj-x) ; but if a'(-) < 0, even the differential equation fails to have a maximum principle.
We end this subsection by noting the effect of using alternative boundary conditions to (4.6). The obvious first-order approximation is Uq = D-Ux, which leads to (4.15) being replaced by ea\D-U2 = (axhx + eax)D-Ux : that is, it has the effect of halving e in this equation but leaves Theorems 4.1 and 4.6 unchanged. On the other hand, if the boundary condition is replaced by Uq = 0, (4.15) is replaced by eaxD-U2 = [axhx -(1 -ax)e]D-Ux and a lower bound on the mesh Péclet number is required in Theorem 4.1 as well as a possible strengthening of the conditions in Theorem 4.6. Finally, the introduction of a "ghost" cell with U-X = Ux at a point x = -hx, followed by application of (4.5) clearly leads back to the condition U¿ = 0. 4.7. The reduced problem. Although Theorem 4.6 does not allow us to establish convergence, for a fixed e , it does however allow us to consider the behavior of the cell-vertex schemes for small values of e . As is well known, the solution of (4.1) converges as e -> 0, for 0 < x < 1, to the solution v(x) of the reduced problem (4.43) av'(x) = f(x), v(0) = u0.
What is also well known is that many schemes which are accurate for large values of e do not behave well as e -► 0, e.g., central differences. We now consider the cell-vertex schemes using a fixed mesh, Ylh, and examine the solutions of (4.37) as e -> 0. We find that we first need to bound the truncation errors of Methods A and B, independently of e , which requires some knowledge of the gradients of the solution. This we do using the following lemma.
hj
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We are now in a position to state the following theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose (4.37) with constant a is approximated on a given mesh Tlh as described in Theorem 4.6. Then for either Method A or B there exist positive constants Cx and c2, depending on a and Un but not on e, such that for all e <cx From Lemma 4.1 we know that |w(x)| < c and that the gradient
where c2 is independent of e . This shows that the truncation error is bounded independently of e , and the result is proved, d
4.8. Error bounds from an energy analysis. Even on a uniform mesh the analysis given above does not establish convergence for a fixed e, although the error bound (4.41) based on the conventional truncation error (4.19) is then quite good for mesh Péclet numbers greater than a half. Generally, though, one needs an alternative analysis, especially for Method A, in order to obtain an error bound that depends only on the error (4.20) with which the gradient is approximated: this we will now undertake for constant a. We introduce a notation for the errors in the solution and its gradient at each of the nodes, This is the desired basic identity.
If fix) is integrated exactly, as we have assumed, the truncation error results solely from the substitution (4.5) for the gradient, as shown by (4.19) and (4.20) , and is therefore proportional to e . It is now clear that we can write in terms of which we obtain the following lemma. The proof of the theorem clearly depends heavily on the fact that the centered differences of F occurring in the identity (4.52) are also used in Method A. This does not happen in Method B, and the inner product of F-differences is not positive definite in that case, even for only mildly nonuniform meshes. This is a familiar situation in numerical analysis: the second-order accurate method does not have the stability properties of the first-order method. For this reason, and because condition (4.58) still prevents the proof of convergence, we finally resort to estimating Green's functions. 4.9. A discrete Green's function estimate. The key property of the cell-vertex approximation is the constancy of the total flux error expressed in equation (4.48) . Good approximation of the gradient at the inflow boundary should therefore be reflected in a good error bound throughout the domain. We denote this constant by K ; and we introduce vectors E = {E; : j = 0, I, ... , N -1}, F = {Fj : j = 0, I, ... , N -1} for the function and gradient errors (4.47), a notation that we shall extend to U and T. Then In principle, this may then be solved for E and K by means of the boundary conditions Eq = En = 0. As a first step, note that the consistency of either method ensures that (4.64) implies Rl = SI ; and it is easily seen that R is invertible. Hence, R~xSl = 1, and we introduce the modified truncation error defined by Before embarking on the estimation of Hij when a / 0, we will first obtain bounds for T¡. For Method B, which is our main concern in this this section, jR and S are given by (4.65), and it is readily seen that (4.78) Tj = hj+x El Ui-knk+h+iT j-iy
We now suppose that u £ C4(0, 1) so that from (4.25) _ hj+ihj Then H,n is determined from application of (4.75). The whole procedure is most easily analyzed on a nonincreasing mesh, where we have the following result. with Tj given by (4.80), when j is even, and by (4.81) when j is odd.
Proof. We can suppose that H¡n > 0. Then we deduce that It is readily shown that Hii+x < 1 so that this part of the sum is bounded by (1 -x,) . If, on the other hand, Ha > 0, then it is necessary that Ha-x < 0 and the sequence may oscillate before two terms of the same sign cause that sign to hold thereafter. Moreover, it is clear from (4.86) that any oscillation is damped and confined between //,,_i and Ha ; for, if we suppose Hij < 0, then
If oscillation occurs and then the sequence goes negative, the contribution from j < i to the positive terms in the sum (4.75) is bounded by x,//,, ; but putting Ha-x < 0 in (4.83) with j = i readily shows that Ha < 1, so that the sum of all positive terms is seen to be less than unity. If the sequence should go positive after oscillation, we bound the negative terms by x;77,,_i, and by a similar argument we find that //,,_) > -1. Thus, by bounding either the positive or negative terms, we establish that J2 hj\H¡j\ < 2, and the desired result follows from (4.69). D
Numerical experiments in ID
We conclude by considering some experiments to validate some of the theoretical issues raised in the previous sections. We also compare the performance of the cell-vertex methods with other finite volume methods.
5.1. Example 1. The monotonicity and accuracy of both Methods A and B is demonstrated by applying them to the solution of (4.1) with f = 0 where, for simplicity, we take a = 1. A nonuniform grid is generated using a smooth mesh function The results for both methods are also shown in Table 1 . As expected, the first-order accurate method is the least accurate of all the methods, owing to numerical diffusion of the first-order approximation of the convective term.
The accurate results obtained with the second-order cell-centered method are somewhat surprising, although in each case there are several mesh points in the boundary layer. Moreover, it should be remembered that on a uniform mesh the three-point central difference approximation of the second derivative has a leading coefficient of the truncation error which is 2/5 that of the four-point cell-vertex method. The above results show that on these smoothly varying meshes this increase in accuracy is partially maintained even though the convective terms are less well approximated. This particular forcing function was chosen in order that the analytical solution "W = g-i/«_i has a boundary layer at x = 0 and so that the accuracy of the boundary approximation (4.6) could be properly tested. A sequence of 600 random meshes (TV -1 points placed in (0,1) at random) were generated with N ranging from 100 to 600. The grids were generated with the following algorithm: with Method A, the order of convergence of the gradient approximation is equal to that of the nodal solution.
Finally, a first-order boundary condition U¿ = Ux' was tested on the above problem with Method B; the resulting slope of the regression line through the scatter diagram had a gradient of 0.47, confirming the need to use a secondorder boundary approximation in order to retain second-order global accuracy.
Conclusions
The final Theorem 4.9 gives us the best and most comprehensive results that we have for Method B. By the same techniques it is possible to prove similar theorems for more general meshes and also for Method A. For completely general meshes one can prove (see [3] ) the stability of Methods A and B using compactness arguments developed by Grigorieff. In some cases, error bounds can be established in terms of the local truncation error T rather than T, as was done in [20] .
However, many of the attractive features of these cell-vertex methods are only revealed by the maximum principles and monotonicity results given in §4.4. We also believe that the energy method used in §4.5 is capable of generalization and wider applicability. As was pointed out in the introduction, our purpose in displaying these various techniques of analysis has been to explore those which will be most applicable in 2 or 3 dimensions, where practical interest is focussed and where, as we have seen with the IAHR/CEGB model problem, these methods give such good results without the need of carefully tuned parameters.
